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NO. 2119A TRANSFORMER A.T.&T.CO. 
STANDARD 

Consists of two coils, one linear and the other nonlinear, of shell-type ronstruction with laminated grain
oriented silicon steel cores. These coils ar e mounted on a 0.250 inch steel plate to form a single unit, A 
terminal plate is provided for external circuit wiring. 

This transformer in conjunction with a capacitance of 90 uF ±6 percent, 330 volts ac, forms a filtered ferro
resonant circuit. Designed to operate from a 20 Hz square wave supply voltage. 

A 20 Hz square wave of input voltage is supplied to input terminals 1 and 2 fro'll the oscillator-a'llplifier 
sections of the inverter. A total capacitance value of 90 uF is connected across ter-ni,als 3 a ·,d 4. Of this 
total, 40 uF serves as the ferroresonating capacitor while the re'lla!ning 50 uF resonates with a·, inductance 
which is built into the nonlinear coil to form a 20 Hz parallel connected tilter for i'Tlproviog the output 
voltage waveform . Output terminal pairs 6 and 7, and 9 and 10, respectively, provide no'llinal 86 volts 
rms, 20 Hz, machine ringing for the 552A Plant. Output terminals 11 and 18 provide nomhal 105 volts 
rms, 20 Hz, for PBX ringing . Output terminals 5 and 8 are 97 volt taps on the 86 volt (A) a,d 86 volt 
(B) outputs, respectively, Terminal 12 is an 86 volt tap on the 105 volt output, So'Tle additio,al filtering 
is connected to output terminal pairs 6 and 7, and 9 and 10, respectively, to provide a further improve
ment in the output voltage waveform. 

The 86-volt outputs are regulated to within ±2 volts for variations in ringing loads and for normal inverter 
de input voltage fluctuations of 50 ±2 volts. Under the sa'lle supply voltage fluctuations and with normal 
PBX load variations, the 105 volt output is regulated to within ±8 volts. Under emergency supplv volt
age variations of 43 to 58.5 volts de and with variations in the ringing loads , therms value of the 86 volt 
outputs is held between 75 volts minimum and 90 volts maximum, and therms value of the 105 volt out
put is held between 90 volts minimum and 110 volts maximum , The maximum load current drain on the 
transformer, referred to an 86 volt output, is 1.5 amperes rms. 

The weight is 70 pounds, 
Intended to provide line and load regulation in the J87332A 20 Hz de to ac Inverter (86 volts, 1.5 amperes) 

for the 852A Ringing and Tone Plant. 
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